Abstract. SVM is characterized of excellent behaviors in diverse classification communities. But its expensive training cost dependent on the size of training data prevents its wider application. For that this paper presents an Online Training Framework for SVM (OTF). On the observation of a new data, OTF updates the decision model through optimizing a global objective within a locally-discriminant neighborhood of the new data. A novel of OTF is that based on the new data, the hyperplane of SVM is explored to derive the discriminant information, which is used to define metric and consequently the new data's neighborhood. Experiments on real datasets verify the performance and efficiency of OTF when compared with state of the arts.
Introduction
Since being proposed by Vapnik [1, 2] , SVM has proven to be successful in multi application areas ranging from image retrieval, handwriting recognition to text classification. In spite of the pleasant behaviors, the training piece of SVM asks for huge consumption to solve a quadratic optimization problem. That makes it infeasible in large datasets. To solve this problem, usually the incremental learning approaches are introduced. This paper goes a further step in this direction by proposing an Online Training Framework of SVM within the locally-discriminant neighborhood (OTF). The idea of OTF is to update SVM decision model, say the decision function, in the new data's neighborhood, when the new data is a classification error. That is, on the arrival of a new data, OTF classifies it with the last decision function firstly. If the decision is of low confidence, it is viewed as a classification error and the updating process is started. The updating amount is computed through optimizing a objective within the new data's neighborhood. The objective is encoded with global data information; when it is solved in the local neighborhood, the integration of global and local information obtain the desired model without information loss. A novel of OTF is that the neighborhood within which model is updated is formulated based on a locally-discriminant metric that is derived from SVM hyperplane, which is believed to carry rich information that is conductive to label identification.
To be frank, SVM online training approaches have been intensively discussed in literatures [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The approach proposed in literature [8] reads a batch data once at a time, and re-trains model on new data batch plus existing support vectors. The Kernel-Adatron algorithm [9] is another component-wise optimization algorithm with the fast speed to develop solution to support vector-based learning. Method in [10] fulfils online learning by discarding all past data except support vectors on the assumption that support vectors hold a summarized outline of data. While this assumption is not necessarily true due to data randomness. Literature [11] gives an alternative by solving the global optimization problem in the matrix fashion with help of bookkeeping strategy. These approaches do improve the efficiency of training piece through adopting a batch or a data once at a time, but their iterative adjusting schemes of onling training process suffers from information loss, therefore the resulted decision models don't work so well. On the contrary, OTF overcomes this problem with two facts: optimizing the objective in which all data information is encoded, and the objective being optimized in the new data's neighborhood. That combines both the global and local information together, so as to allow OTF free from the information loss.
Recently literature [12] proposed a method LASVM to locally adjust classifier model iteratively with neighborhood size increasing. Note OTF differs from LASVM in three aspects. Firstly, LASVM executes model adjusting by optimizing the original SVM objective function, and only neighbors of new data are involved in the optimization. That implies that model is adjusted according to the local information, regardless the existing data information. For OTF, the data coming from both inner and outside neighborhood are involved in the objective function, which equips OTF more data knowledge to develop a qualifed classifier. Secondly, during the iterative adjusting process, LASVM set the initial neighborhood size from 1. That lacks flexibility, and more important, incurs high cost. Comparably OTF intializes the neighborhood size with an informed heuristic. That reduces computation consumption without dereasing algorithm performance. Thirdly, LASVM uses Euclidean metric to find neighborhood, whereas in OTF, it explores the discriminant information carried by SVM hyperplane, and defines a locally-discriminant metric based on the discriminant information. That benefits the resulted neighborhood to cover the data whose labels are ready to be consistent.
The remainer of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work. Section 3 presents OTF details. Section describes the parameterization heuristic, followed by Section 5 to report experimental results. The final section is conclusion.
Related Work
For l samples:
, and yi{1, -1}, SVM generates the classification hyperplane as:
f(x) is the decision function. Lagrangian multiplier βi and offset b are obtained through optimizing:
Points with non-zero βi are support vectors. Now give the brief introduction of general online learning process of SVM [13] . Let xt be the new data, ft-1 is the decision function at time t-1, which will be updated to ft on the advent of xt. Denote Nei(xt) as the neighborhood of xt, with m = |Nei(xt)|, the size of neighborhood; let TC be the termination criterion. The general online training process is: 
OTF Details
OTF is different from the general online training process in three aspects. Firstly, the general approaches adjust model on advent of a data or a batch of data, while OTF adjusts model when the new arrival xt is a classifition error. Secondly, general approaches work in the neighborhood spanned by Euclidean metric, but OTF works in the locally-discriminant neighborhood that is developed with the help of the information of SVM hyperplane. Thirdly general approaches adjust model through optimizing the original objective, yet OTF obtains the adjusting details through optimizing a new global objective. Such a global objective is combined with the locally-discriminant neighborhood, so as to bring the updated model more discriminant ability.
The steps of OTF are described as:
It is an iterative process with neighborhood size m increasing. Therein, '|ft-1(xt)| > λ/||wt-1||' is the criterion to decide whether the decision is below the pre-specified confidence, with λ = 2 in this paper. m0 is the initialized neighborhood size, which is parameterized data-adaptively in following section.
Step 4) is the essential step to update the model. The learning process stops if the updated model satisfies the condition specified by TC. Details are given in turn.
Objective Function for Model Adjusting
In OTF, the fact of optimizing a global objective in a local neighborhood means that all data information is engaged in model adjusting but only those within neighborhood have their support values. Data outside neighborhood are thought as background knowledge to assist to search solutions. In Step 4), OTF optimizes below objective: Transfer it to Lagrange function and remove constant components; obtain the final objective:
Clearly all data, say the data inner and outside the neighborhood, is involved in above objective. When it is solved in xt's neighborhood, the global information and the local information is integrated together, with aim to seek the informed adjusting amount of SVM decision function.
TC Details
OTF defines a score function Jt to estimate the quality of decision function. It is defined as: 
The underlying idea of the first term in (6) is to use the bound on generalization [14] to check the capacity of the current model. Therein component of slack vector η is set as:
The second term computes the consumption caused by the m-sized neighborhood. Tradeoff λt is set as the function of iteration times. It decreases as the iteration going on. With the neighborhood size increasing, the influence of neighborhood size decreases. After all, at the beginning, a little increase in m will cause a considerable relatively increase in computation cost. However, when model is built in a large-sized region, the additional cost brought by m's increase is not so dramatic.
Jt is expected to reach the minimum where the model can be modified in an appropriate-sized neighborhood. So the termination criterion is: With the neighborhood size in hands, now define the locally-informed metric, based on which the locally-discriminant neighborhood is developed. A good neighborhood for model adjusting is expected to cover two classes evenly. Here, model adjusting is started when xt is a classification error, which means xt is in the margin or not far away from decision interface ft-1. In this case, inspired by the idea of [15] , OTF derives the discriminant information from SVM hyperplane and employs such information to weight input dimensions. It is well known that SVM decision interface hold rich discriminant information because this interface is optimal in the sense of structural risk minimization. In another word, it reveals the direction along which classes are readily to be correctly separated. Now denote f as the SVM decision function, to point x on the curve f(x) = 0, the gradient vector f'(x) describes the most discriminant orientation perpendicularly in x's neighborhood. If xt is not on the curve, it is natural to look for xt's nearest neighbor that is located on f(x) with below optimization: 
However extra cost is incurred by above optimization. Considering that xt is not far away from decision interface, say not far away from f(x), it is believed that the orientation expressed by f'(xt) is close to f' (xnt). Therefore, we simulate xnt with xt itself. Let Gt = f'(xt) = (Gt,1 , Gt,2 ,…, Gt, n ). Then in Gt, magnitude of each component describes the importance of the corresponding dimension. This information assists to develop dimensions' local relevance in xt's neighborhood:
A decides the influence of Gt's components. It is specified according to the fact that the nearer xt is to the curve f(x), the more influence of Gt's elements should be highlighted; so more discriminant information can be derived. Then define metric based on rt(i). Obviously the resulted metric is friendly to reveal data class memberships, and consequently the neighborhood formulated based on that metric tends to include the data whose class labels are consistent. In OTF, this idea is employed in its inverse fashion with aim to weaken the bias brought by the dominated dimensions, that is:
When xt arrives, the neighbors of xt are found according to D(x, y) metric.
SVM Hyper Parameter Self Tuning
This paper equips the individual Csvm for each point to express its individual demand for slack variable. To those outliers or support vectors, they hope a big C to emphasis the slack, but to inner-class-points, they need a small one to highlight maximum margin. Motivated by the membership function definition, Ci is defined as:
Therein Cen_J is the center of xi's class J and j runs over class J. Cen_J is defined as the average of SVs in class J: Cen_J = ave({x | x is a support vector and belongs to J}).
Experimental Results
Real datasets from UCI Repository of Machine Learning Databases [16] are tested. Each dataset is divided into three sections. 20 patterns are used for online presentation. The rest data are partitioned into two subsets evenly, one for training and the other for evaluating the performance of the model after adjusting. Here other four methods [12] are compared with OTF: Rebatch method that consists in re-learning the whole dataset on a new data's arrival; k-LISVM (denoted as kL) that sets a fixed neighborhood size, k, in each online learning step; δ-LISVM (denoted as δL), which finds a minimum neighborhood size that allows to reach a pre-specified accuracy; λ-OTF (λO) that uses the same termination condition TF as OTF, but with a fixed tradeoff λ. For kL, δL and λO, their parameters are tuned by 10 fold cross-validation; and the coefficients that controls neighborhood sizes of these three approaches range three settings to check their detailed behaviors. Table 1 reports the average error rates over 10 independent runs. Table 2 records the time consumption in three datasets. According to Table 1 , Rebatch presents best adjusting quality, so it can be regarded as the ideal standard. For kL, with k increasing, test error decreases, while time consumption increases. Its performance is not so efficient. δL behaves similarly with Rebatch, but with a high complexity. Especially when the pre-specified accuracy δ is chosen small, the low error ratio is on the price of a sharp increase in time cost. λO does a good job when λ is small, yet degrades when λ grows. This reflects the effect of λ in balancing double goals of score function. OTF achieves the optimal results in 3 out of 6 datasets, as indicated by bold style; and in remaining cases, it produces very competitive results with the optimal ones, as indicated by '*'. That confirms the validation and the performance of OTF. And if take both accuracy and cost into consideration, OTF is more friendly than the peers.
Conclusion
An online algorithm for learning SVM model is described in this paper. OTF creates an objective function involving all data information for model adjusting, and optimizes it locally, say a locally-discriminant neighborhood of the new arrival data. The neighborhood is formulated under the guidance of an informative metric that is induced from SVM decision interface. Empirical evidence on benchmark datasets demonstrates OTF's performance over the peers. But here, model is adjusted iteratively through increasing the neighborhood size step by step. That seems too luxury. Future research is to seek a suitable neighborhood size, and consequently the adjusting is fulfilled once at a time within such a customized neighborhood.
